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Biography

Major general, Imperial Russian army.
Box 1.

Opisanie diestvii 2-i Finlandskoj strielkovoi brigady 13 Sentiabria po 28 Sentiabria (1914?)

Same as above. . . 12-? Oktiabr' 1914. . . v bolakh pod Bakalarzhevym

Same as above. . . ? Ianvar'-10 Febral' 1915 goda

Two maps used in operations

Miscellaneous army, division and brigade orders, 1915 December-1916 August, as follows:

? Piekhotnoi divisii: Prikaz No. 75, 1915 December 1915

3 Finlandskoi strielkovoi divisii: Prikaz No. 1, 25 Iul. 1916

22 Korpus, Artilleriiskaia gruppa:

17 Avgusta 1916: Prikaz No. 2

20 Avgusta 1916: Prikaz No. 3

2 Sentiabria 1916: Prikaz No. 5

3 Finlandskoi strielkovoi divisii: Prikaz No. 20?, 1915 Dec. 16?

22 Korpus Artillerii Inspektor. Prikaz No. 29 5 Sentiabria 1916

Photo file Five air photographs of the front